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First Flight of RV-14 N212RM
By Mar vin Brott
Experimental Aircraft Association!
EAA Chapter 168 congratulates
Richard Wingfield for his August 13th
maiden flight of his just completed
RV-14. The speeds and handling are
exactly what Vans Aircraft has
advertised with the 210 hp Lycoming
IO-390. A little bigger engine for a
little bigger air frame yields the same
as the previous RVs. The flight was
uneventful and everything worked as
expected. The big challenge was
getting the Garmin G3X touch system
configured. And Richard is really
excited about the performance of that
panel.
Richard was early to order his slow
(QB was not available) build kit. Yet
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Vans was a little slow to get the final kits
out after the 2012 Oshkosh debut. So there
was about six-month delay in getting this
RV-14 into the air. According to Vans
website there are now 12 RV-14s flying
with the tail wheel version, like Richards,
being only a couple.
As to a little background, this is Richards
third RV. The first being an RV-6 that he
bought in the early 1900s. It was an
incredible build completed in Georgetown
and was the first in Texas. The second was
an RV-8 that he built in the 2010-time
frame. And now this RV-14.
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October 4th Chapter Meeting

Oct 4th Board Meeting
To simplify our schedules, we are trying something new this
month and are having the BOD meeting before the monthly
chapter meeting. If it works, we will continue to meet before the
Chapter Meeting. It will be held on Tuesday Oct 4th at the
Farmers Branch Manske Library at 5:30 PM. A summary of the
minutes from the September BOD meeting recorded by Pete
Miller are as follows:

The August Chapter meeting will
be on Tues Oct 4th at the
Farmers Branch Library,
located on the northwest
corner of Webb Chapel and
Golfing Green Dr. The
meeting will be held in the
auditorium and begin at
6:30 p.m. with socializing
and coffee. The program
will begin promptly at 7
p.m. and finish by 9:00 p.m.

Meeting called to order by VP Michael Stephan at 1905.
Minutes from the previous meeting approved as submitted via
email.

This month we will have a little
online fun, which is interesting bits,
flying tools that can be found on the internet. It will also
include new apps that you can use in your flying activities.
We can also take suggestions from the group to view.
Michael Stephan will lead the online interactive discussion.
We hope to see you there.

Officers/Directors in Attendance: Michael Stephan, Jim
Canniff, Mel Asberry, Ann Asberry, Frank Prokop, Bruce Fuller
and Sam Cooper.
Chapter Meetings
Oct 4, Nov 1,
Board of Directors Meetings
Oct 4, Nov 9, Dec14

GENERAL MEETING, SPEAKER / SUBJECT
October 4: Speaker TBD

October Fly-in Events

CHAPTER FLY OUT

By Michael Stephan

Popular local events to put on your schedule. Candidates
for this month (more info on page 10)
Friday - Saturday, Oct 7-8 - Texas Antique Airplane
Association's 54th Annual Fly-in - Gainesville, TX
Friday - Sunday, Oct 14-16 - 18th Annual Safety Seminar
Fly/Splash In - Cedar Mills
Saturday Oct 22- Pecan Plantation’s Fall Fly in. Details
on page 10.
Friday - Sunday, Oct 28-30 - 2016 Wings Over Dallas
WWII Airshow - (RBD) Dallas, TX

No chapter fly out was planned. We will continue to
participate in the various local activities.
TREASURER REPORT
Sam discussed the Treasurer’s Report for August. There
were 6 membership renewals. We have 67 paid members.
YOUNG EAGLES
Discussed Boy Scout YE event at KRBD on September 24.
OLD BUSINESS
• Officer Elections were discussed. Arm-wrestling was
involved.
• The Christmas Party is still as planned with few changes
from last year.

Chapter Name Tags Available
If you would like to order your own name tag you
can place your order with the Treasurer, Sam Cooper.
Name tags are $5 each (when we order a minimum of 5),
payable when the order is placed.

• We still have items from the John Phillips collection. We
will cull out the items that are sellable.
• Michael discussed the new member database that has
been set up on Wild Apricot. We have 30 days to
test the features. Wild Apricot is on the web at:
www.wildapricot.com
NEW BUSINESS
• There was a substantial discussion about member
retention and participation, and alternatives for the BOD
meetings: online web conferencing, meeting prior to the
regular Chapter meeting, etc. members expressed
willingness to try some things out.
• Sam reported that Richard Wingfield had the first flight
of his RV-14 N212RM on August 13, 2016. We will plan
to celebrate this event during the October meeting.
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Hangar Use Policy Clarified

2016 Christmas Party
By Michael Stephan

By Norm Biron

EAA has spent years
working with the FAA to
achieve a better FAA policy
regarding hangar usage and
what is considered an
“aeronautical activity”. In
June the FAA published in
the Federal Register an
update to the Policy on the
Non-Aeronautical Use of
Airport Hangars (that
applies to all federally obligated airports) that will allow
construction of amateur-built aircrafts and non-commercial
use of airport hangars. In the past the FAA did not define
aircraft building as an aeronautical activity and only
allowed final assembly of an aircraft in hangars. In this
update The FAA also clarified that aircrafts down for
repairs and maintenance are still considered operational and
may be kept in hangars. The update also allows the storage
of non-aeronautical items in hangars if they do not interfere
with the aeronautical use of the
hangar.
Under the guise of protecting
their federal funding, by
complying with the current FAA
Policy regarding hangar usage,
some airports have been overly
restrictive in the activities that
may be conducted in hangars,
making them only storage
facilities for aircrafts. They have
incorporated in hangar lease
agreements clauses which
essentially prohibited tenants
from doing anything in hangars
other than parking an aircraft.

It is early still, but we have nailed down our plans for this
year’s Christmas party, so I will pass them on to you our
loyal members.
The date is Monday, Dec 5, 2016. Yes, Monday!
We were unable to get our normal Tuesday and we didn’t
want to move it later in the month. So, Monday was our
best option. Thanks goes to Jim Canniff who worked out
all the details for us.
We are going back to the same Outback Steakhouse we
had it at last year with the only difference this year is we
have the room from 5:30 PM on so we can gather early to
chat.
The price for a ticket is the same as last year $20.
The Outback managers suggested we use the same
serving plan as last year, and that is when a group
takes their seats a server will take their order.
The menu last year worked great so it is also the same.
Salad:
House or Caesar
Outback Special:
6 oz Sirloin seasoned and seared on our flat top
grill to lock in the
flavor.
Chicken on the Barbie:
8 oz Grilled Chicken Breast seasoned and cooked
on our wood fire grill.
Perfectly Grilled Salmon:
7 oz Filet of Salmon seasoned and cooked on our
wood fire grill.

When this updated FAA Policy
on the Non-Aeronautical Use of
Airport Hangars takes effect, in
July 2017, hangars should again
be open to the type of activities that EAA members do in
hangars.

Choice of sides:
Garlic Mashed Potatoes
Veggies
Broccoli
Desert:
Cheese Cake or Carrot Cake
Expressions in
Thread

Charlo1e Coe, Co-Owner
Sid Smith, Co-Owner
2951 Furneaux Lane
Carrollton, TX 75007

urbanangels915@yahoo.com
214.952.1922
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RV-14 Continued

Finally, Richard held an appreciation dinner for all the
help he received on this RV-14. As someone said, the
restaurant parking lot was full of cars. But the table only
included eleven people, all from either Chapters 168 or
1246. This is a good example of how aviation people with
amazing talents are more than happy to help someone get
their airplane into the air. The RV-14 is a different breed
from previous RVs so sometime we need to get Richard to
tell us the story.

2017 Chapter Officer Nominations
By Sam Cooper

The elections for the 2017 Officer positions will be
held during our October 4th Chapter Meeting. As this
issue of Hangar Echoes went to press, the nominees were
as follows:
President - Still Available
Vice President Ann Asberry
Treasurer Sam Cooper
Secretary Pete Miller
Prior to the election, nominations from the floor for
additional candidates will be accepted at both the
September and October Chapter Meetings. The current
Board of Directors would like to thank these members
for stepping forward to serve the Chapter.

Richard’s rewards his friends with a celebration dinner.

October 2016

We are still looking for someone to fill the President’s
post. So there is still time to volunteer (No debating
required). Be sure to attend the Chapter meeting to see
who the new President may be.
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Recording Your Own Death Spiral
By Klaus Truemper

execute a shallow 360 turn. If
you have altitude hold, turn that
on, too. We do not have that
feature, but our plane deviates
very little from level flight
when trimmed properly. So as
the turn begins, we trim for
level flight, and then start
taking photographs. That's how
the above picture was shot.
Here are more results. First, a
view of the southern tip of the
Guadalupe Mountains. There
has been so much rain in West
Texas this summer that now, in
August, the low hills display a
velvety green.
The green vegetation
emphasizes eroded layers near
El Paso.

Salt Flats south of Guadalupe Mountains in West Texas

We are cruising in our Zenith 601HDS, N314LB, past the
southern tip of the Guadalupe Mountains in West Texas, en
route from Dallas, TX, to Deming, NM, to visit friends
Lynn and Philip.
Above is an unusual view of the Salt Flats. Normally,
they are parched, but today they are wet with moisture and
even contain some ponds. What an unusual view!
Out comes the camera. For a good shot, we dip the left
wing, use the telephoto feature of the camera, move the
camera while waiting for the right composition, and
become totally absorbed. Time flies when you are having
fun, or here, when you are absorbed in taking a good
picture. By chance I look up from the viewfinder, and what
the ....? The plane is spiraling downward at a steep angle.
Ten more seconds of photography fun and I would have
been in serious trouble, trying to recover from a deadly
downward spiral.

Southern tip of Guadalupe Mountains, West Texas

So this is the day to learn a
lesson: If you are flying
solo, as we are doing on this
trip, photography out of the
cockpit in a low-wing plane
such as ours should not be
done. The reason is simple.
To get a decent shot, you
almost always have to dip a
wing, and that sets you up
for a deadly spiral while you
are focusing on the
photography business.
There is one exception. If
you have an autopilot, as we
do, turn it on, and let it
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Thistle

During the visit with Lynn and Philip, we hike in the
mountains — well, really hills — an hour north of
Mimbres, NM. Due to the monsoon, the hills are lush in
green, and flowers bloom in abundance.

Morning Glory

The return trip is a bit
more complicated.
Departing from Deming,
NM, ceilings are just
high enough for
marginal VFR. But east
of El Paso, we can climb
above a scattered layer
that now and then closes
up. Not to worry. We
know from ADS-B that
all airports east of the
Guadalupe Mountains
are VFR with unlimited
ceiling, so descending
for the refueling stop in
Andrews, TX, will be
easy.

Near the Guadalupe Mountains, billowing clouds frame
our route, at one time forming a miles-wide gate. We have
never seen such varied cloud formations, a thrilling
experience. The southern tip of the Guadalupe Mountains,

Southern tip of Guadalupe Mountains, seen from the West

so inviting on our trip west three days earlier, is mostly
enclosed in clouds.
What have we learned? Single-pilot flight and taking
photos in a low-wing plane can be a deadly mix. To avoid a
catastrophic downward spiral, turn on the autopilot for
stabilized flight in a 360 degree turn before shooting photos.
If you don't have an autopilot, just don't take pictures. That's
better than the NTSB analyzing photos in your camera to
figure out how a perfectly functioning plane can fall out of
the sky.

Newsletter Archives Online
www.eaa168.org/wp/recent-newsletters/

US Sport Aircraft

www.ussportaircraft.com

Elevate Your Experience...
4700 Airport Pkwy

Office: 972.735.9099

Addison, TX 75001
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General Aviation Loses a Staunch Supporter
...and a pretty good golfer
By Michael Stephan

At the age of 87 on September 25, “the
King” of the fairways, Arnold Palmer,
died from heart complications. Reading
the tributes to Arnie, he was beloved by
everyone. However, I wasn’t aware that
he was an accomplished aviator.
he learned to fly in a Cessna 172 at his
hometown airfield in Latrobe, PA. The
field is now know as Arnold Palmer
Regional Airport. On the Pleez Two
departure you will pass the ARNIE
intersection.
Palmer added ratings as fast victories on
the golf course.

Golfing great Arnold Palmer joins Tom Poberezny and Rose and Jack Pelton at
the 2008 EAA AirVenture in Oshkosh. Photo courtesy of EAA.

Arnie developed a relationship with then Jack Pelton, then
CEO of Cessna, as He had bought several Citation business
jets. In a Citation X, he set a closed-course speed record of
476 knots in 1997. He circumnavigated the globe in 1976
setting a round the world speed record of 57 hours, 25
minutes, and 42 seconds.

Hannes Arch Killed in Helicopter Crash
By Michael Stephan

He lead the way for other golfers to use corporate jets to
usher them to and from tournaments. Today, many of the top
golfers use corporate jets and several fractional jet ownership
companies are prominent sponsors.
When under attack from Washington policy makers in
2009, Arnie defended corporate aviation in a series of ads
sponsored by NBAA and GAMA intended to educate leaders
on the value of business aviation in the United States.
Jack Pelton wrote in a statement, “So sad to hear today we
lost a golf legend, one of the greatest gentleman I have ever
known, and an advocate for general aviation. Arnold Palmer
was a supporter of EAA. More importantly for me he was the
hero and role model for all the things our country was
founded on. Thank you Arnie.”
In a fitting tribute, I raised a glass (filled with an Arnie
Palmer) and toasted “The King.”
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Hannes Arch in 2015. Photo by Andi Mayr/Red Bull Content Pool

On September 8th, Red Bull race competitor and past
champion died in a helicopter crash in the Austrian Alps
flying a customer from one of the high altitude locations
that Arch’s transport company served.
Arch, as with most Red Bull talent, amazingly pushed
the envelope of aviation, and was fun to watch race in the
Red Bull Air Race series.
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Understanding your Tailwheel
By Michael Stephan

An interesting topic appeared on the vansairforce.net website that
concerned an interesting incident that resulted in a runway departure on
landing. The pilot of an RV felt that the tailwheel became unlocked and
swiveled into the wind causing the departure from the runway. Since I
have had a similar experience early in my RV flying, the discussion is
worth further investigation.
The tailwheel on the RV’s, and many other designs, have a tailwheel
that is locked by a spring loaded pin to allow for steering with the rudder
pedals. But when the wheel is turned past a certain angle, the pin
unlocks and the wheel is allowed to swivel, which is helpful when
maneuvering on the ground.
I took my tailwheel assembly apart to show how this is accomplished.
On top is the steering arm which is connected via chains to the bell
crank on the rudder. Some builders have replace the chains with a single
side steering arm the has a spring in the middle. More on that later.

Pin engaged in the steering arm

The spring loaded pin slides into a keyed slot in the steering arm
allowing the wheel to be turned with the rudder.
Underneath the steering arm is the tailwheel’s “socket” (for lack of a
better term) that the tailwheel post rides in. In that socket is machined a
recessed cam slot that pushes the spring loaded pin in as it rotates. Past a
certain degree, the spring becomes disengaged from the steering arm’s
keyway, allowing the post/wheel to swivel freely. To recapture the
tailwheel, the rudder must be back within the angle that the cam will
allow the pin to extend. Once the rudder matches the same angle as the
wheel the pin slides into the keyway of the steering arm.
So, when does this become a problem on landing?
If full travel of the rudder exceeds the angle of that cam slot, your
tailwheel can unlock and you may weather vane in a strong crosswind.
IE, you have a x-wind from the right and you use full left rudder (needed
as rudder effectiveness is reduced during rollout) to stay on the
centerline.

The Cam in the socket that pushes in the pin

The correct setup would have the rudder hit its stop and keep the
pin engaged just enough in the steering arm to keep it locked, but
a little rotational force on the wheel will push in the pin an unlock
the wheel (applying a single brake). Remember, a strong
crosswind can do the same thing.
To test your setup, raise your tailwheel of the ground and with
your hand deflect your rudder and see if your tailwheel unlocks
before the rudder hits the stops.
Those with the single-sided steering link have found that the
wheel will unlock before hitting the rudder stop (usually in one
direction but not the other). Tight chains seem to have the same
result.
There is also an issue when that pin becomes worn (looses the
roundness of the corners) or there are burrs in the cam slot or the
steering arm. Keeping the post and the pin greased makes sure the
parts operate as required. So to avoid any mishaps, keep that
tailwheel maintained properly and don’t forget that brakes are
very effective during crosswind landings (instead full rudder
deflection).
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Field trip - Super Marine Spitfire Kit Plant
By Bill Bracken

•All components are prefabricated.
•Kits components are corrosion protected.
•Fuselage shell is ready for fit out.
•The wings are preassembled, then
disassembled for packing.
•All control surfaces are fabricated.
•Wing spars are fabricated and assembled.
•All Hardware is Aircraft Grade. (nuts,
bolts , rivets)
•Hydraulic undercarriage legs include alloy
wheels and disc brakes.
•Color Manuals

Carl Walker and I drove to Clyde ,Texas Friday
Sept 23 to visit the subject kit plane plant.
The EAA 168 chapter took a field trip in 2012 to
visit it at Cisco, Texas. The plane is a 90% scale
replica of the WWII Spitfire that defended Britain.
It is all Chrome moly tubing with an T4 alum skin.
Some parts such as the cowling and scoops are
fiberglass. Assembly uses pop rivets. It incorporates
retractable gear, split flaps and a LS3 V8 engine
with a PSRU prop drive. Completion is
quoted at 1100 hrs.
The majority of the 90 kits produced
were sold out of the US. They were are
at Sun and Fun with a completed aircraft
a couple years ago and at Oshkosh last
year.
A flying Spitfire flew in from Midland
so we could inspect it first hand. I was
reluctant that the cockpit was to small
for me but seemed really roomy
(33"wide ) even for a guy my size.
We witnessed the landing which
consisted of an over head approach at
Abilene.
Specs: Stall 45 knots, cruise 190
knots. Engine RPM at cruise 3200 RPM
at 11 gph.
Wait time is quoted at 3 - 4 mo. I am
considering buying one.
It is not another RV!
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Upcoming Events
Saturday, Oct 1, 2016
1st Saturday Coffee and Donut Fly-in
McKinney National Airport (TKI), McKinney, TX

Let's get together for some fellowship and fun. We're
having Free coffee and donuts for everyone on the first
Saturday of every month at Chuck Roberts Hangar 2520 in
the McKinney Hangars Association area at the McKinney
National Airport TKI McKinney, TX. Let's gather at 9:00
am. You don't have to be a member to attend. Fly-ins can
ask the tower for directions to the MHOA Hangers. See you
there!
Website: http://www.eaa1246.org/coffeeanddonuts.asp
Friday - Saturday, Oct 7-8, 2016
Texas Antique Airplane Association's 54th
Annual Fly-in

Saturday, Oct 22, 2016
EAA 983 - Pecan Plantation Annual Fall Fly In
Pecan Plantation (0TX1)

You can expect to get a close-up and personal look at
dozens of unique aircraft and have a really big time at our
Annual EAA983 Fly-In. We will have plenty of food, a
silent auction, fun and games for the kids, and more.
Freq 122.975
Rain date Oct 29th
Website: http://eaa983.org/wp1/community/annual-fly-in/
Saturday, Oct 22, 2016
Bonham Festival of Flight, Bonham, TX
Jones Field Airport (KF00), Bonham, TX

Come join us for our annual air show! Drive in or fly in.
Veterans Tribute. Young Eagle's rally. Over 5,000
spectators. 10am-4pm
Website: facebook.com/BonhamFestivalOfFlight/

Gainesville Municipal Airport (KGLE)

Join us for our Fall Festival of
Flight, in cooperation with the city
of Gainseville, Texas. Considered
the northern 'Gateway to Texas,'
Gainesville is located on I-35, six
miles south of the Oklahoma
border. FLY-IN OR DRIVE-IN
FOR A WEEKEND OF
CELEBRATION, INCLUDING: *
Antiques, classics, warbirds, replicas, and homebuilts *
Static displays, exhibits, and vendors * Discounts on fuel *
Door prizes * Food, music, and flying. BRING YOUR
AIRCRAFT PARTS TO SELL OR FIND THAT SPECIAL
PART YOU'VE BEEN LOOKING FOR! Friday: October
7: Fly-in starts at 1 p.m. Fly-mart opens: 1 p.m. Happy hour
and hamburgers: 5 - 7 p.m. Saturday: October 8: Fly-mart:
All day Pancake breakfast: 8 - 10 a.m. Lunch on field: 11
a.m. - 2 p.m. Happy hour: 5 - 6 p.m. Awards, door prizes,
and banquet: 6 p.m.
Website: http://www.texasantiqueairplane.org/
Friday - Sunday, Oct 14-16, 2016
18th Annual Safety Seminar Fly/Splash In,
Cedar Mills (3T0), Gordonville, TX

Friday - Sunday, Oct 28-30, 2016
2016 Wings Over Dallas WWII Airshow
Dallas Executive Airport (KRBD), Dallas, TX

The Commemorative Air Force CAF announces the first
CAF Wings Over Dallas WWII
Airshow on Oct. 28-30, 2016 at
Dallas Executive Airport DEA
presented by Frost Bank. The event
will commemorate the 75th
anniversary of Pearl Harbor and
feature TORA! TORA! TORA!, an
award winning re-creation of the
surprise attack on Pearl Harbor. The
TORA team uses WWII-era aircraft
and pyrotechnics to create a dynamic
history lesson. In addition to this performance, dozens of
other WWII-era aircraft will be exhibited on the ramp and
in the air throughout the event. Tickets are on sale at
WingsOverDallas.org with advance purchase discounts
available.
Website: http://www.commemorativeairforce.org

Join us at Cedar Mills 3T0 on beautiful Lake Texoma for
North Texas' most informative and fun safety seminar and
fly-in. Forums presented by the FAA, aviation instructors
representatives of aviation equipment, manufacturers,
avioncs aviation industry, along with fun education
programs. Seminars all day Saturday,October 15th - Wing
credit door prizes each seminar attended gives the pilot
additional chances to win the grand prize! You must be
present at the Octoberfest dinner to win the grand prize.
Octoberfest dinner featuring Aviation Guest Speaker Rogers
Shaw - Civil Aeronautical Medical Institute 24 years FAA /
24 Years Air Force. Topic Spatial Disorientation Hypoxia.
Website: http://cedarmills.com/airfield.htm
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For Sale: Sensenich fixed pitch aluminum prop setup for
a O-360 (76" dia 65" pitch, spacer and 12" dia. spinner)
Less than 60hrs since installed new. $2750
Bill Bracken 817-925-4699
For Rent: T hangar at GPM starting
Row
#115 Slick Mags removed from O-360 Lycoming,
For6N
Sale:
$185/mo.
#4371 Impulse (366 hrs), #4370 Non-Impulse (zero hrs),
Billincludes
Bracken 817-925-4699
spacer and harness, will need drive gear for
4370.
4371
$300
- 4370Magneto
$750 OBF
Marvin Brott
For Sale: Impulse
Coupling
Kit $500.00
pmbrott@sbcglobal.net
214-726-9117
1 ea. Slick Magneto Model 4371, 600 Hours

1 ea. Impulse Coupling Spacer
For Sale:
Clark headset
2 ea. David
Long Mounting
Studs TSO $100. Hydraulic
Wing 4jack
for
RV
aircraft
(RV
Easy Lift System). New
ea. Aircraft Spark Plug Leads
condition
–
used
once.
$140.
Tail
4 ea. Aircraft Spark Plugs dragger dragger for RV
or other
tail436
wheel
Norm
Biron 972
5144 aircraft. $125. Tools: Pneumatic and
hand. Just about enough to build an RV or other sheet
For
Sale:
RV-6 Kit.
Empennage
wings
(in and
jig) all
metal
aircraft.
35 items,
mostlycomplete,
from Avery
Tools
and
ailerons
partially
skinned,
wing
has
dual
landing
ready to work. New price for these tools is more than
lights.
Fuselage
in box
and fuselage
jig. Have
$1850.
Sell forkit
$700.
Aircraft
parts, 20-50%
of original
cost: New
plans and 2nd set of recent plans. $15K,
UMA suction gauge , electric boost pump, tachometer,
Ken
Whitehead
214-755-3282.
rod
end bearings,
aluminum tubing, Call or email for list
and
prices.
For
Sale:
MidgetGeorge
MustangKilishek
Projects (972) 250 2906 or
s_kilishek@yahoo.com.
Larry Birdwell ( ldbirdwell@sbcglobal.net )

Two story home with enclosed upstairs patio, two sepa
rate living areas, iron/brick fenced, covered RV parking.
Hanger is 50x34 and has 2 electric automatic doors with
direct access to hanger from house. Well maintained and
For Sale: RAI-6 (formerly Foxtrot 4)
move in ready. Website with pictures: http://
This
is a quickbuild project featured on
mysite.verizon.net/resy4wnc/index.html
Owner:
www.revolutionaviation.net,
known as the RAI-6.
It’sPam
bob_myrick@me.com or 214-729-2260
Realtor:
been
in my
shop for the past
6 years with only a little work
Knieper
at 817-243-8345
/ pam@knieperteam.com
advanced on it (ribs, spar cut-out, etc). It’s a composite,
fast,
low wingfixed
configuration.
Details
aresetup
on thefor
For 4-seater,
Sale: Sensenich
pitch aluminum
prop
website.
or pitch,
instruments
a O 360 No
(76”engine
dia 65”
spacerare
andwith
12”the
dia.package.
spinner).
Asking
$40,000.
Contact
Franknew.
Prokop,
1890 Sawmill
Dr.,
Less than
60hrs since
installed
LOWERED
PRICE
Lucas,
TX
at
214-213-1775.
$1850 - Bill Bracken 817-925-4699
For Sale: Fiber Glass Cloth For Sale Bi directional 8H
satin Weave Aeronautics/Aerospace grade, 13.3 mils
thick, 50” wide, warp strength 562 lbf/in, fill strength 518
lbf/in, 14.43oz/sqyd, compatible with all resins, in origi
nal packaging 125 yard rolls. Comparable price at Air
craft Spruce, over $9/yard. $400 per roll, that’s only
$3.20 per yard to EAA members. Cut lengths $7/linear
yard 50”wide with a $50 minimum. Call Jim Carney 214763-6784.

For Sale: Varieze w/Cont O-200; 100 hours on overhaul.
To place
ad: Submit requests for aviation related For Sale or Want ads to the newsletter
Editors. Ads
are freeSites
to Chapter 168 members. Ads from nonmembers
1350
totalantime
Builder
Web
will be run on a space available basis. Ads will be run at the newsletter Editors discretion.
By Michael Stephan
$14.5k. Leon Rausch 214-349-6024
Pete Miller’s RV-7 smilinpete.com/wp/
Tool Custodian
For Sale: Garmin 396 (Updated). $600 or best offer. Board of Directors

EAA CHAPTER 168 OFFICERS

Pete Miller
SnyderRV-8 Brad
Roberts
214-351-0475
JimGlenn
Novak’s
www.mykitlog.com/izzybear
John Phillips
Ann Asberry
president@eaa168.org
214-232-2405
John Peyton
Cooper
Meeting
Refreshments
GregSam
Schroeder’s
Sportsman
www.mykitlog.com/
Vice President Norm Biron
Michael Stephan
Mel Asberry
****** VOLUNTEER NEEDED ******
schroeder1
vicepresident@eaa168.org 469-964-6801
David Buono
ToSecretary
place an ad:
Submit
requests for aviation related For Sale or Want ads to mstephan@shr.net. Ads are free to Chapter
168 members. Ads from
Frank
Prokop
Safety Officer
nonmembers
will be run on a space
available basis. Ads will be run at the newsletter Editors discretion.Mel Asberry metro
secretary@eaa168.org
972-396-1168
Associate Newsletter Editors
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EAA Chapter 168

c/o Sam Cooper
1502 Shannon Place
Carrollton, TX 75006-1517

DALLAS CHAPTER 168 MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION/RENEWAL FORM
New Member
Renewal
Info Change
Membership dues for EAA Chapter
168 are $20/year.
Make checks payable to
EAA Chapter 168
Mail application to:
Sam Cooper
1502 Shannon Place
Carrollton, TX 75006-1517

Name
Copilot (spouse, friend, other)
Address

City"

State"

Phone Home:"

Work

Zip

email address
EAA # "

Exp date:

(Chapter 168 membership requires National EAA membership)

National EAA offices:
Experimental Aircraft Association
EAA Aviation Center
PO Box 3086
Oshkosh, WI 54903-3086
National EAA Membership:
(800) JOIN EAA (564-6322)
Phone (920) 426-4800
Fax: (920) 426-6761

Pilot/A&P Ratings
I am interested in
helping with:

"
"
"
"
"

Plane, Projects (%complete) and Interests:

Fly-Ins
Programs
Newsletter
Young Eagles
Officer
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